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Silent, Smart & Savvy, the bubble experience.

Click Here : Alect laptop Backpack Manufacturer
Customised Bags Sling bag Trolley Bag Laptop Bag
Etc...
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹1,999.00 Original price was: ₹1,999.00.₹
920.00Current price is: ₹920.00. ₹1,085.60 : Price incl.
GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Electric products, Keyboard

Product Description

PORTRONICS BUBBLE BLUETOOTH KEYBOARD
Silent, Smart & Savvy, the bubble experience.

Free from Wires: Made for a peaceful typing experience the keyboard is free of wires.
With 2.4 GHz wi-fi and Bluetooth 5.0 connectivity. So you can connect with the wireless
keyboard at your will.
Silent Typing: The soft rounded 78 keys offer a silent and smooth typing experience.
Perfect for the office, academic and personal use. The laptop wireless keyboard with quick
type and command responses without the usual clicking type noise made by other
keyboards.
Multiple Device Pairing: The keyboard wireless for laptops and PCs caters to multiple
devices as it can be paired with smartphones and tablets via bluetooth. You can switch
connections as well on the wireless keyboard by pressing the Fn + 1/2/3 keys to switch
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connections. Bubble is compatible with iOS devices iPhone and iPads and Android
smartphones and tablets.
Ergonomic design: The wireless keyboard for laptops and PCs weighs 276 grams, making
it super light and portable. Take it to your cafe with your smartphone or tablet and work
without the type of noise.  Work from any place you find amusing.
Power Efficient: The Wireless keyboard is power-conscious with a power conserving
mode it automatically switches to stand by when it's not being used. It runs on 2 AAA
batteries that provide an easy 3 months running.
12-months Warranty

Model :Bubble

Product Code :POR 1677

Color :Black

Dual Modes :Bluetooth + 2.4 GHz

Silent Typing :78 Noiseless Keys

Weight:276 Grams

Smart Saving:Conserves Battery

Click Here : Alect laptop Backpack Manufacturer Customised Bags Sling bag Trolley Bag Laptop
Bag Etc...
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